Conference Announcement /Call for Papers/Bookings now open

Green Economics Institute
Reclaiming Economics for all people everywhere, other
species, nature, planet and its systems

Green Economics Institute
Seventh Annual Green Economics Conference
at Oxford University

Green Economy: rethinking
growth: RIO + 20
to be held at Mansfield College, University of Oxford

19, 20, 21st July 2012

Green Economics: Solving the Economics crisis? A unique and
timely Economics for the Economics Crisis
RIO + 20 Green Economy: Rethinking Growth. The Olympic Games
in the UK.
Sovereign Wealth Funds and the Sovereign Debt Crisis. The
coming of Democracy and the Age of Spring. Examining how the
world is changing.
Achieving social and environmental justice.
The Changed World Economics and Political Order
Competing powerful Funds, PIGGS, Civets, BRICS, recession,
Austerity, Food, Blood and Minerals. The Scramble for Africa's Resources and
water. The IMF, Green Investment, Nation States.
The economics needs, rights and impacts and responsibilities of everyone and
everything on the planet.

Call for Papers
Share green ideas and methodologies with international experts in the field, with academics
and green business leaders. Presentations, Panel Discussions, keynote speeches, from
MPs, Nobel Prize winners, Economics Professors, engineers, Business Directors,
Campaigners and many others.

This unique style of conference promotes a participatory “open source” ways of working
with many new and exciting speakers as we create and develop the Discipline of Green
Economics together at the conference!

Rationale For The Conference
Reducing and preventing poverty, halting climate change, ending mass extinction of
species, reclaiming economics for us all.
Sharing the planet with each other and other species!
Global Environmental Change and Economics? The latest science – People are a
product of sharing the world since 32,000 BC proactively with other species! Can we afford
the 6th ever mass extinction of species?
Hot News: Anthropocene- v Holocene? How much are we influencing and shaping the
earth?
The Global Shift eastward: How and why it has happened. Linking it to those countries
undergoing revolutionary change in their political institutions. We unlock the mysteries of
changing and shifting power elites. We embrace the people’s bid for Human Rights, and

Democracy, We Reclaim Economics and access to progressive economics and politics for
all people everywhere, especially women (at the forefront of revolutions), Ending the current
land grab
Green Economics a new discipline or school, reforms mainstream discourse and widens
the scope, reworking obsolete theory and practice, fits economics into today's requirements
and matches it to the coming century. Our global network for equality, equity and democracy
is being taken up and is active everywhere.

Adressing power inequality issues and the fact that many larger economies - eg Walmart is
bigger than many countries. The power of nation states and their governments to resist and to
impose legal and institutitional governance in the face of extremely powerful sovereign
wealth funds and sovereign debt and privatisation of global commons of land, water, sea and
energy resources.
Wither the nation state, education, health care, pensions, and well being in the face of this
resource onslaught- where does it leave the economy- is it privatised without democratic
agreement?
Who really selects the government -in the face of energy companies’ massive power to
sponsor governments- many governments around the world have become the acceptable face
of the oil companies, how can we combat this growing tendency- and create democratic and
other governments who rule by the people, for the people?
Creating a vibrant innovative green economy with environmental sustainability and
protection.
Combating the culture of consumption, and over shoot as a solution to the global economics
downturn. What is the real role of eco technology- how do we harness its better aspects and
prevent it becoming an excuse for yet more consumption of the world’s resources? Changing
of lifestyles and its imperative and the cradle to cradle full life cycle of products and services.
SWOT and other analyses of this changed new world economic, social, legal, and
institutional frameworks.
Finite, steady, natural resources, global climate change and intergenerational justice – how to
nuture the planets resources and natural bounty.
We bring together campaigners, legal professionals, policy-makers, interns, Professors,
Nobel Prize winners, shakers, movers, philosophers, innovators, scientists, economists,
geographers, psychologists, scholars, practitioners, government agencies, multilateral
organizations, and NGOs.
Green Economics Practice:
Green Public and Private Sector Procurement, Whole life costing, cradle to cradle, Green IT,
Manufacturing, Transport, trains cycling
Climate Science, Renewable Alternative energy Green Engineering, Solar Wind, SMART
GRID, Feed in Tariffs, zero and lower carbon pricing and storage, Our delegation to
COP15, 16, 17, Kyoto, climate UNFCC Conferences Reduce, Recycling, Reusing,
Repair, Avoidance, pollution/ Oil, Contraction and Convergence and Lower Growth,
Degrowth, prosperity without growth, population,.
Global economics background, Trading environment business, public sector, + cuts
Themes and subject coverage
Intra and Intergenerational Equity, Older people and pensions, Younger people,
unemployment and the lost generation. Human and economics, rights, needs, impacts,

responsibilities.
Reports back on our work in:
The Green Built Environment The economics of the rural urban fringe, RELU, Greening of
Cities, Green Buildings, Transport- Humans; an urban species for the first time in history,
Civilisation – what does it mean in the 21st century and beyond?
Books and Journals Launches: Plan for the Planet: The Green Economics Reader Series:
Economics of Abundance
Gender perspectives: Our activity Green New Deal, Panel with Green European
Foundation.
Features: Eastern Europe, China, Baltics, Ireland, Estonia, Egypt, Balkans, Our work in

Africa – Nigeria, Ethiopia South Africa

Speakers We encourage as many as possible at this event: so all speakers are asked to
contribute to the event by paying the relevant fee. They are all invited to submit to publish in
the proceedings.
Introduction to the Conference
This Conference will follow the tradition of the Green Economics Conferences which are the
world's leading Conference series in Green Economics. Internationally renowned composite,
multidisciplinary, scientists, economists, campaigners, policy makers and directors, professors,
social scientists and researchers from all over the globe will present their frontier research
findings and to keep up to date with latest achievements and developments in this very fast
moving, leading and topical field.
This conference is designed to present the important research and findings of economics by
doing and also theoretical ideas about what reforms Green Economics can offer the mainstream
and to allow time to think about the issues more fully.
The conference will also debate the current economics downturn.
Green Economics views the current downturn as a clash between ecology and economy and
argues that the commodity instability is a symptom the exhaustion of natural resources. The
markets are correctly reflecting that and are indicating that traditional economics instruments and
derivatives are however no longer any use, and new methods of creating a natural economics of
abundance need to be urgently developed.
The world has changed and Green Economics is an economics which is comfortable with long
termism - equity, climate issues and biodiversity costs and poverty prevention, and which has
been waiting to take the mantle and that time has now arrived!
We look forward to welcoming you to Mansfield College, Oxford University a traditional
beautiful typical Oxford University College complete with croquet lawn and quad at the front and
stunning chapel and Dinning Hall both of which we will be using for the conference, and the
Oxford University Club, a lovely new bright and airy building overlooking the cricket green in one
of the most beautiful cities in the world with outstanding, exciting and famous atmospheric
Conference facilities excellent travel connections and accommodation.

th

Programme Schedule:

Thursday 19 July, Friday 20th July, Saturday 21st July 2012
July 2011
14.00 -23.00 Thursday 19th July
2011

Summer Afternoon Evening Welcome Party
Interns evening, Plenary, Keynote speeches, Setting the scene,

Mansfield College Oxford
University Welcome Afternoon
and evening

Introductions, Summer Buffet Dinner Croquet on Quad Lawn

10.00-23.00 Friday 20th July
2011

Main Conference
Conference speeches and Keynote Speeches, Plenaries
Gala Dinner at Vaults Restaurant Speeches

Mansfield College Oxford
University

10.00-23.00 Saturday 21st July
2011
Mansfield College Oxford
University

10.00-15.00 22nd July 2011

Conference speeches and Keynote speeches and Plenaries,
Awards Ceremony held by the Institute
but using Mansfield College, Oxford University
Plenary sessions, Keynote speeches, Workshops and
speeches and Networking Formal Dinner Party
Writing and a walking tour of Oxford

Oxford University

Creating a global wave of change!
To find out more and to reserve a place- please email
greeneconomicsevents@yahoo.co.uk
greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
website: www.greeneconomics.org.uk
PAPERS - PROCEEDINGS
All paid up participants will receive a proceedings document on arrival at the conference.
This timetable is for guidance only and a detailed timetable will be issued shortly.
All speakers and participants are invited to contribute to the proceedings. Please
provide between 4 and 8 pages A4 -1600 - 2500 words please. References to be used
where necessary and no footnotes. Please send the article in .doc or .odt formats. Please
use Arial 11 point with 12 point headings. Send a 5 line biography about you and your
professional interests and your title, institution and the title of the paper and your telephone
and email contact details.
All proceedings will be considered for inclusion or submission to our high profile international
academic journal the International Journal of Green Economics, published by Inderscience,
whose editors are Kristina Jociute, Miriam Kennet and Michele S.Gale d’ Oliveira.
Papers will also be considered for inclusion in our books series, The Green
Economics Handbook © books and our Green Economics books series with Ashgate

Academic Press and Gower Management Publishers.

Photo: our symposium in May 2011, about women's equal pay and poverty in the Age of
Austerity

Speakers
The Call for Speakers and Papers is now open. Please
email us as soon as possible to ensure you reserve a place
greeneconomicsevents@yahoo.co.uk

We do still have some still open so email as soon as possible!
Speakers and sessions

(These have just opened - please email if you would like to speak)
Previous conference line up was as follows:

Climate Change, Energy, Transport and Power
Our most recent 6thAnnual Conference July 2011 Keynote speakers
were : Sir Crispin Tickell
and Ewa Larsson ex MP from Sweden
and Meredith Hunter MP from Australia
Rakesh Kumar Gartners VP
Roger Martin Population
Mona Chew Thailand
Norferanti Malaysia
Green European Foundation Pannel speakers
Anna Coote and several others
Sarah Skinner, Dr.,
South Africa

University of KwaZulu Natal, Senior Research Associate Wits
University, Senior Visiting Researcher
The Solar PV industry

Peter Kirby-Harris

Henry Cox, UK
Ecofys
Jake Ciusel
Andy Goldring
Davide Bottos, Italy
Per Stromberg

Alan Bouquet
East Anglia
Miriam Kennet
Uche Nigeria, writer
and John Hopkins
University Chevening
Scholar
James Norman
Professor Graciela
Chichilniksy

Queen Mary College, University of London,
Social constructions of climate change and the discourse analysis
that determining collective approach to mitigation and adaptation)
Rationalizing climate change financing - How creating a working
carbon price can ensure that mitigation and adaptation strategies
can be cost-effective and respond to scientific concerns about
global sensitivity
70 years growing plants in England 35 years as an engineer
Education/Influencing Renewables uptake: financial risks
Anerobic digestion
The Permaculture Association
Economist: The Green Economics Institute and the "Skarbek
Graduate School of Business Economics"in Warsaw (Poland).
Economics in Udine Macro economics and renewable energy
Economics of ecosystem services: case study of the biofueldeforestation link´ Biofuel production in developing countries
competes with a whole series of ecosystem services (food is only
one of them).
Inside Climate Gate- how pressure is put on climate scientists!
Planning for our delegation to COP 17 South Africa Kyoto Climate
Conference December 2011 Durban and our side event there and
introducing our negotiating team,
The extractive industries in Nigeria- plans for change

Oxfordshire Renewables –( stall )
The Kyoto Protocol Preparing for COP 17 and our delegation to
Durban.
Zero Carbon Economics
Sustainable Development Economics
Climate Change Economics
The Economics of the Commons
The future of nuclear energy. The latest UK climate change target.
Is the UN’s climate change negotiating framework outdated?Would
a carbon tax reduce emissions more effectively.. Energy
nationalism. Will the rising energy needs of India, China and other
developing countries keep oil prices high?
Evaluating the EU emission trading system

Green Economics in Government
Sir Crispin Tickell
Meredith Hunter
Dr Chidi Onahue

Radiation, low level,
Chernobyl, Fukishima
Japan.

UK and Europe
Australia
Nigiera

Vyacheslav Potapenko, Nuclear Radiation in the economy
Ukraine
Richard Bramhall
Low level Radiation Campaign
Ben Russel
Low level radiation analysis -(being confirmed)
Southampton University

Uk

Book launches

Ian Chambers
Wolfgang Hoerschele
Miriam Kennet, Alan
Bouquet, Ieva Pepintyre
Miriam Kennet
Mahalet Mekonen
Miriam Kennet and Alan
Bouquet
Helen Long
Miriam Kennet,
Mahaelet Mekonen and
Ieva Pepintyre Mick
Taylor
Graciela Chichilnisky
Gower Publishers

Plan for the Planet Saturday Presentation
The economics of abundance
The Handbook of Green Economics

Heghine Hakhverdyan
Armenia
Kate Weinberg

Environmental Law"Legal aspects of installation of environmental
insurance in the Republic of Armenia".
Environmental law and economics

Aubrey Meyer

Contraction and convergence Being confirmed

Environmental Law

The Green Economics Reader
Green Economics A beacon of Hope for Africa
Green Economics and climate change
Green Economics and Education
Green Economics and Womens unequal pay and poverty

Climate change and Kyoto
Presentation Friday 29thJuly

Contraction and Convergence in climate change and in economics
The citizens income
The citizens income

Clive Lord

Age ageism- younger and older people Young people and the
lost generation
The huge
unemployment of
young people
Consumerism in China
The interns question Pensions and older
people -the missing
pensions for 50 -60 year
old women

Population growth
Roger Martin

A global phenomenon
Consumerism in China – the young have money- what is green
solution
Work experience or interning ?does it help with the job search special cv planning sessions workshop and job finding help
Christine Haswell – being confirmed

"Population Growth: the Missing Green Issue".

The Anthropocene ?or Holocene? Shaping the core systems of the earth?
Sir Crispin Tickell
(2 government
Scientists being
confirmed )

The economics of the Anthropocene?
The earths crust and the chemistry of earth quakes-

Sovereign Wealth Funds

Miriam Kennet

The role of Hong Kong as a major trader – off shore from China
The role of Norways ethical sovereign wealth fund
The role of China and its economic power house
The role of Qatar and Dhubai as sovereign wealth funds

The PIIGGS -Sovereign debt crisis

The CIVETS

The crisis in Ireland and what can be done about it?
The Crisis in Greece – what are the green solutions
Sovereign wealth funds- investment ?
The emergent industrial and trading nations
Turkey, Cambodia, Egypt, Indonesia, Vietnam,

The New and predicted power of the BRICS in the rest of the 21 stcentury -

Brazil, China, Russia, India – the characteristics and predictions for
their runaway success.

Green Marketing
Kohsro Jahdi
Green Marketing Dilemas and methodology
Green Investment, Green Investment Bank activities
Slow travel and transport
Cycling
Trains
Aviation – the true cost
Train ticketing
Buses
Using IT, e learning web
Green IT innovations
Green Procurement
IT a fast growing source
of carbon
Safety point to point
journeys for women
Outsourcing and
environmental dumping

The train debate- to travel – to use slow trains?
The real cost of aviation and the economics of subsidy
The role of the bus in modern planning
Industry response in decarbonising
Rakesh Kumar ( being confirmed)

Green IT and open source
Miriam Kennet
Rakesh Kumar

What is open source ? Using open source in daily work
The development of the IT industry and the development of carbon
reduction ( being confirmed)

Geographical examples and Case Studies and Policy
Nigeria

Dr Chidi Magnus Abuja
Nigeria
and Africa
Uche Igwe, Chevening
Scholar and John

The Green Economics Institute in Nigeria- our exciting work so far
Combating the natural resource curse in Africa: Searching for a
green economy

Hopkins University USA
and Abuja Nigeria
Grimot Nane
Elisha Kyirem
Assistant Programmes
Director

Middle East

Professor Dooa Salmon
Egypt

Balkans

The Nigerian economy and the extractive industries
Green Earth Organisation, Ghana
1. Climate change in Ghana, practical manifestations and coping
mechanisms
2. Waste management in Ghana; A major threat to the Ghanaian
economy

The Nile and the green issues for Egpytians in an emerging
democracy

Besmir Geziqui
Professor Makedonka
Dimitrova

Green Issues in Albania
Green Issues in FYRO Macedonia

Joanna Wan, China and
the Uk
Albert Oung,Hong Kong

The Greening of China

China and Asia

Charlotte Bailey
Winston Mak
Wei Ren

USA

The Green Policies in Hong Kong: RETHINK. A holistic but simple
approach to Green Economy &a good case study of a green
corporation.
Microfinance and female empowerment in Cambodia
Green Economics and environmental management in Hong Kong
Green Tourism and the issues in China

Naomi Fernbach USA
Professor Jack Reardon

Green Economics in the USA for Young People
Pluralist education and Green economics in the USA

Europe

Green Economics North South East and West

Ieva Lithuania

The greening of Lithuania and the issues of power and neighbouring
country effects
The economics of Lithuania

Chris Blake Wales

Kristina Jocuite and
Ieva
Eleni Courea, Nicosia,
Cyprus
Landesrat Rudi
AnschoberLinz Austria
Mona Chew, Dr.

Australasia

Meredith Hunter MP
Ian Chambers

Founding Director and Managing Director of the Green Valleys - an
award winning social enterprise supporting community responses to
climate change in Wales

Green Economics Geography in Cyprus
Policy making in practise
The economic sustainability of small city states
Creating green economies in subnational jurisdictions
Plan for the Planet

The Green Built Environment, Planning and Spatial values and implementation

today and in the longer term
Miriam Kennet
Dr Alistair Scott
Miriam Kennet
Henry Cox, UK
Ecofys
Jake Ciusel

Being confirmed
Ecosystem services analysis and critique
70 years growing plants in England 35 years as an engineer
Education/Influencing Renewables uptake : financial risks
Anerobic digestion

Global environmental
change
Jennifer Rutter
Research into the upper earth's crust ( being confirmed)
Southampton University
Casey Nixon
Brittle crust deformation- earthquakes and seismic activity and
global environmental and economics and eco tech changes( being
confirmed)

Permaculture
Rakesh
Mike Hannis
Andy Goldring

Permaculture
Permaculture and planning
The Permaculture Association

Miriam Kennet
Winston Mak
Alan Bouquet

Green Economics or ecosystem services approaches?
Coral reefs in Hong Kong
Marine environments and pressure from climate change

Carolina Frizell

Dance Movement Therapist, Goldsmiths College, London
University. Eco-psychology. The earth. Society. A workshop
Executive Director, Global Cool Foundation.‘London Leader’ for
sustainability, recognized by Boris Johnson Selling Green Lifestyles:
Results from Two Years’ Innovation
Agricultural development and environmental sciences
AgroParisTech of famous French 'Grande Ecole'. Sustainable
agriculture in Cameroon
Sustainable Visitors attraction evaluation methodology Oxford
Brookes University

Marine Environment: Issues, extraction, pollution

Green Tourism, Green Social issues, Green lifestyles
Caroline Fiennes
Pauline Mouret, France
Wei Ren, China

Women: Poverty Prevention, Social Justice and Equality
Miriam Kennet, CEO,
UK
And Green Economics
Institute Team

The importance of equity, equality and sharing in a world competing
for economics resources . Women in Hong Kong, women in Italy in
the Berlusconi Years, women in Cameroun, women in Turkey,
women in China

Mick Taylor

Research findings about women as employers and the effects on
the economics status of women in India
This special session is run by the Green European Foundation and
features 2 panel discussions and a participatory workshop on the
Gender aspects of the Green New Deal.The Green New Deal is
more than just another
"eco-friendly"policy – it is a plan for a complete rethink of priorities,
from the way we live and work to what we value most. It proposes a
comprehensive, economic, social and environmental revolution,
from infrastructure and sustainable industrial policies to investment
in peoples’ well-being, the redistribution of wealth and the reduction
of inequalities.
This workshop will invite the participants to give their insights on the

Green European
Foundation
Session takes place on
Thursday afternoon

topic and exchange experiences of best policies and practices.
The session will present a study the “Green New Deal from a
Gender Perspective”developed by the Catalan Green foundation
Nous Horitzons (“New Horizons”). The 2 panel discussions will
address various aspects of the study, detailing on the economic,
financial and social policies that need to be implemented in order to
guarantee a gendered Green New Deal
Deborah Rugierri,
Germany

Winston Mak

Special Panel Speaker: Gender perspectives of the Green New
Deal–
Women in the Age of AusteritySpecial Half Day Afternoon
Conference Session organized by the Green European Foundation
and building on a very successful similar session at, last year’s
conference.
Gender Mainstreaming in Hong Kong

Banking, Governance, purpose and the Green Investment Bank latest
Poverty Prevention and social policies
Mustafa Caglar
Ozdemir, Turkey

Sakarya University, Labour economics, industrial relations
Integrating social policy into our work

Helen Long
Roger Wright
Makedonka Dimitrova,
FYRO Macedonia
Miriam Kennet

Environmental Education and teaching
Bhuddist philosopy and economics
Young people from emerging countries and the urban rural divide in
perceptions of Green Issues and green economics
Green Jobs and Green Careers, Youth in Action Programme of
young people from
FYRO Macedonia, Egypt, Ireland, Italy and UK and Malta
Reflections on education and learning in Green Economics
Pluralist education

Green Education and Philosophy

Professor Jack Reardon
USA
Sophie Henstridge
Cambridge University
Member
Carolina Frizell

Annual Contribution, achievement, excellence and Interns awards
Dance Movement Therapist, Goldsmiths College, London
University. Eco-psychology. The earth. Society. A workshop

Environmental justice
Jeremy Till, Professor
Dean, UK

Peter Dorran
School of Law
Queens University
Belfast
Kim Bailey
Surrey County Council

School of Architecture and the Built EnvironmentUniversity of
Westminster.
Scarcity in relation to the production of the built environment
reporting on a research project
Looking forward to the Rio+20 Conference and lessons from the
past twenty years of international environmental diplomacy
Resource efficiency and sustainable consumption and production.
The future of nuclear energy. The latest UK climate change target.
Is the UN’s climate change negotiating framework outdated?Would

a carbon tax reduce emissions more effectively.Energy nationalism.
Will the rising energy needs of India, China and other developing
countries keep oil prices high? Evaluating EU emission trading
system.
.
Bianca Madison
The Global Food Crisis
Does microcredit help the poor, especially women, out of poverty?
Winston Mak, University Environmental strategies: Can Coal Become a Clean Energy
of Surrey UK and
Source? China in Africa.
former fast track civil
servant in Hong Kong
Government
David L. Page, Australia PAPER (measuring &accounting for the total environmental impact
of an organisation's direct and indirect paper consumption
speaking on Thursday
&practical, implementable steps to drive reduction and reportable
or Friday
benefits, both cost and environmental)
Monika Siegrist,
ENERGY (measuring &accounting for the total environmental
Australia
impact of an organization’s direct and indirect energy consumption
speaking on Thursday
&practical, implementable steps to drive reduction and reportable
or Friday
benefits, both cost and environmental)
Professor Zhang Ying,
China
Norfaryanti
Kamaruddin, Malaysia

Beijing Institute of Forestry Green Forest Accounting

Daniel May

Negative effects of unilateral environmental policies on local
biodiversity when international markets are oligopolistic
Gaia Walk looking at Biodiversity Wednesday 27thJuly 2011 Oxford
just before main conference welcome evening.
Wildlife in Mali reports from the field from expert researcher.

Biodiversity loss
Dr Susan Canney
Oxford University
leading a group on
Wednesday and
speaking on Friday
Dr Mark Robbins
Wales
Friday

Institute Tropical Forestry and Forest Products, University Putra
Malaysia

'They shoot sheep don't they? Landscape transition and the
progress towards a post-ruminant Wales',

Economics-reform of– and theories and methodologies
Jeffrey David Turk, Dr.
PhD, DPhil, Belgium
and Slovenia
Dr Michael Taylor, UK

Research fellow at the Scientific Research Centre of the Slovenian
Academy of Sciences and Arts Realist biography and European
policy

Hendrik Van den Berg,
Prof Research Fellow,
Institute for the Study of
Labor, IZA, Bonn,
Germany
Kristina Jociute,
Lithuania

Nominated for the 2007-2008 CBA Distinguished Teaching
Award.Sustainable Growth in an Augmented Solow Growth Model:
Slow Down and Be Careful

“What would Keynes have made of the Economic Crisis”.

Economist, member of both the Association of Lithuanian
Economists and the Green Economics Institute. Manager of the
Green Economics Institute, and Executive Editor of International
Journal of Green Economics
Green Taxes – is it option for greening the economy? Comparable
analysis of Lithuania, Germany and Sweden

Jack Reardon,
Professor, USA
Philip Lawn, Dr.,
Australia
speaking on Friday
Sabine Spangenberg,
Associate Professor,
UK
Meredith Hunter
Meredith Hunter, Arthur,
Alison, Moore
Dzintra Atstaja
Professor, Dzineta
Dimante
Professor Aija
Graudina Latvia
Janis Brizga Latvia
Benjamin ArmstrongHaworth BA (hons)
MSc, Phd management

Professor
of economics in the School of Business, Hamline
University, USA. Green Political Economy and report back from Asia
and the BRICS
Faculty of social and behavioral science, Fliner University,” What do
constraintsgovernments face in trying to bring about a sustainable,
just, and efficient economy?”
Associate Professor for Economics and Finance Richmond. The
American International University in London Sustainability in
Economics
ACT Greens Parliamentary Convenor and spokesperson for
Treasury

Urban regeneration

The Risk management and insurance on
Economics

the way to Green

Global Change Innovative – Green economy thinking Impact on the
Insurance Industry
“Sustainable consumption governance framework: strategies,
principles and instruments”.
Cass Business School, City University London
Energy Management

Green jobs and International Relations

Dr Enrico Tezza, Dr., International Labour Organization, Italy
Italy
Green jobs program, labour markets and green employment
Wessam Tantawy
Economist
University
Cairo, Egypt
Max Marioni
Royal Holloway College,
London University, Uk
and Italy

A young persons view of the changes in Egypt and the role of Green
Economics and Green Jobs

Professor Lu Wei, China

Greening of Chinese Industry Professor Wei author of many
books and articles
Green Macro economics
The Green Economics Institute + Vytautas Magnus University

Green Procurement
Ieva Pipinyte, Lithuania

International relations: "On Environmental conflict: social effects of
land degradation in the Horn of Africa and the role of regional
organisations"

Photo P. Kennet - Ethiopia

Registration

A:Thursday afternoon and evening: Welcome Session at Mansfield College, Oxford
University. 14..00 noon -23.00 Croquet, speeches scene setting, introduction, orientation,
interns, Summer Salad Oxford Style English Buffet, Overlooking English Cricket Green.
Plenary keynotes, Speeches, workshops, advisory committee meetings, interns
presentations, PHD supervision, journal, (Evening networking Dinner Buffet Party) included
9.00 -23.00 £80.00
B: Friday Conference at Mansfield College Oxford University: Speeches, Keynote
speeches, workshops, Speaker Panels, Plenaries, Presentations, Green European
Foundation. Gender Panels. 10.00-23.00. Fair Trade Organic Gala Dinner at the Vaults
and Gardens Restaurant included: In oldest and original building in the University £100.00
C: Saturday Conference at Mansfield College, Oxford University. Speeches, keynote
speeches, workshops, presentations, plenaries 10.00-23.00 Typical Oxford University
Gala Dinner University Dinning Hall and speeches all included. (Appropriate Gowns and
academic dress optional) publishing. £110.00
D: Sunday writers group workshop and walking tour of Oxford 11.00-15.00
E:Institute CPD Professional Open book examination option if pre booked. ( please
enquire for rates for exam)

greeneconomicsevents@yahoo.co.uk

Conference Packages

( these are 2011 rates- if you book and pay before the end of 2011 you can pay
2011 rates- after that new rates apply. We have not received them yet from the
venues. )

Recession Buster Packages
A1. Undergrad
students ( on production of card, and unemployed on
production of card). £45 a day. Excluding catering but including conference
proceedings. Please pre book for this option.
A2. Masters and PHD students 10 % reduction on normal daily rate. Including
dinners where appropriate and conference proceedings. Please pre book for
this option.
E. Two full days of conference
Thursday and Friday pre-- booked and paid for, £190.00 Gala Dinner and Oxford
University Dinner included (vegetarian and vegan options too).
F. Two full days of conference
Friday and Saturday pre-- booked and paid for, £180.00 Oxford University Gala Dinner
included (vegetarian and vegan options too).
G. Whole Conference: Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Prebooked and pre paid £290 Individual bookings. Includes all Gala Dinners

(vegetarian and vegan options too).
H. Whole Conference: Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Organisations, large NGOS, companies, anyone requiring to receive an invoice or visa
letter or to pay via an invoice (must be paid in advance of conference to accept the
booking, or cash will be required on the door). Prebooked and pre paid £350 Includes
all Gala Dinners (vegetarian and vegan options too).
I.U1 Undergraduate Students for entire conference
If whole conference Thursday, Friday, Saturday pre-- booked and paid for, £190.00.
Dinners not included.
I.U2 Undergraduate Students for 1 day
Thursday, Friday, Saturday pre-- booked and paid for £60 per day:
included.

Dinners not

I.U2 Undergraduate Students (only undergraduates) for 1 day with Green Economics
Institute Membership 2011
Thursday or Friday or Saturday pre-- booked and paid for £89: Dinners not included.
I.U3 Undergraduate Students for 2 days only Oxford students with University Card
Proof
Thursday and Friday (Saturday dinner included) or Friday and Saturday or Thursday
and Saturday: pre-- booked and paid for £120 Saturday dinner included for both options.
Green Economics Institute Membership included.
Invoices to Universities for above rates
For all invoiced amounts please add £30 to the rates above I.U1, IU2, and I.U3
J. Two full days of conference (organisations, companies, universities and all
invoices)
Either Thursday and Friday or Friday and Saturday pre - booked and paid for, £220.00.
Dinner included on Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Must be pre-booked and pre- paid.
All Invoices and Large companies, governments, large NGOs, Universities etc
If invoice is required for rates £ 210 for Thursday and Friday: and £200 for Friday and Saturday
K. Exhibition Stand or stall: Thursday and Friday including 1 special promotional
high profile conference session
Organisations, large NGOS, companies, anyone requiring to receive an invoice or visa
letter or to pay via an invoice (must be paid in advance of conference to accept the
booking as we need to plan the spaces). Pre-booked and pre paid stall or exhibition
stand only £500 for large organisations- (with turnover over £100,000), universities
and companies, or £200 for smaller organisations and companies: with turnover
under £100,000) or £150 for individuals (all rates + normal entry fee).

Photo: One of our lovely gala evening dinners. This one is at Oxford University for 90
people!

New Professional Schemes and Qualifications
Certificated Attendance CPD
Conference attendance and Certificate of Attendance of conference for professional
purposes. Minumum 3 days attendance. £380 certificates awarded. This package includes
all dinners and award ceremony in academic dress if eligible.
Open Book Examination Programme
To include conference attendance and all dinners with Green Economist letters after name if
successful M.GEI. Award ceremony with academic gowns, Must attend full conference. Must
pre - register and pre – pay. Please send for further particulars £500. Open book
examination will be run at Conference. Must be pre- booked for examination room to be
provided.

Photo: a lively session at our conference last year at Mansfield College, Oxford University

Membership
Recession Busters
If you pay membership at the same time as this registration you will receive a discounted
membership of £50.00 (normally £60.00 per annum)

Paid up Registered 2011 Members of The Green Economics Institute
We are offering 5 % discount from each fee to this event for paid up members if coming for
2 days or more.
Stalls
£150 + Recession Buster admission fee
Booking, payments, reservations, booking forms
Initially email greeneconomicsevents@yahoo.co.uk
We will send a booking form. Return it with your requirements
Cheques: Payable to Green Economics Limited, Send to: Conferences, Green Economics
Institute, 6 Strachey Close, Tidmarsh, Reading, RG8 8EP or

Bank transfers to: Green Economics Limited, Sort Code 20 11 74 Account Number
63426963

Non UK Non UK Payments, Pay by Bank Transfer:
Barclays Bank PLC, Bracknell, Area Branches, Bracknell, Berks. RG12
GREEN ECONOMICS LIMITED,
IBAN GB28 BARC 2011 7463 4269 63
SWIFT BIC BARCGB22
Visa Credit and Debit Cards.
Please ask us for details

greeneconomicsevents@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.greeneconomics.org.uk

